
 
 
 
 
 
 

For Program Needs 
 

1. Helgesson Hall, our largest meeting room, accommodates up to 165 people. One end of the room contains a stage and large 
screen. At the other end is a comfortable meeting area with a large fireplace. In Helgesson Hall, you will find the following 
furniture and equipment available for your use: 

 
Piano    Pulpit    Lectern 
Couches    Wood easel   PA & Sound System 
2 tables (6’ each)   5 tables (8’ each)   Small refrigerator 
TV (36”) and VCR/DVD  Large projection screen  White boards + marking pens 
100 padded chairs  Additional folding chairs  8 Conference Tables (8’) 
 

2. Hollidge Hall contains meeting space for 35-50 people. It is located in the Administrative Building across the street from 
the Dining Hall. The room contains: 

 
4 Conference Tables (8’)  Wireless DSL   50 padded chairs 
White board & pens  TV/DVD 
 

3. The Dining Hall is available for use between meals. It can be easily divided into three meeting spaces for small groups. The 
Fireplace Room has a piano and can hold 50 people for meeting. The Sun Room is a small meeting room for 10-12 people with 
couches and a worktable. Wireless DSL is available in the Dining Hall and adjacent rooms.  
A variety of sports equipment and supplies can be found in the Dining Hall closet: 
 
Basketball   Ping Pong set   Football 
Frisbees    Soccer Ball   Volleyball 
Horseshoes   Sound & AV equipment  TV/DVD 
 

4. The Program Center has a small meeting room which accommodates 10-15 people. This space is sometimes used for staff 
meetings or as a nurse’s cabin. Located in the Program Center are: 

 
2 tables (6’ each)   1 sink    15 chairs 
1 microwave   1 refrigerator   A separate room w/ 1 set of bunk beds 
 

5. Silverthorn Chapel contains seating for 35 people inside. The Chapel is equipped with an organ and lectern. 
 
6. The Amphitheater features a lighted stage, small fire pit, and seats up to 150 people. 
 
7. Campfire Areas. There are 4 campfire areas in camp. One is located just past Cary Lodge, another is located across from 

Morris dorm, another above Miller, and one at the amphitheater. 
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